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This study reviews the Clinton administration’s approach to military intervention by examining
the Rwandan genocide crisis of 1994 and the Kosovo crisis of 1999. It seeks to answer to the
question of why the U.S. intervened militarily to stop ethnic cleansing in Kosovo but did not
intervene to stop genocide in Rwanda. Before looking at the two cases, the paper provides
background discussion on U.S. national interests and a discussion of the Clinton
administration’s National Security Strategy formulation, citing salient points of its published
strategies. After providing a background for each crisis, it applies a framework of five
interrelated criteria to examine the two crises. The paper concludes that four of the five
interrelated areas (ideology, convictions, global systems, and policy inertia) shaped the Clinton
administration’s reactions to both crises. It also concludes that the mass media had little effect
on the administration’s response to either crisis.
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MILITARY INTERVENTION DURING THE CLINTON ADMINISTRATION
A CRITICAL COMPARISON
Military interventions are not a new phenomenon. From 1798 until 1993 when President
William Clinton took office, on at least 228 occasions the “United States used its armed forces
1

abroad in conflict, potential conflict, or for other than normal peace time purposes.”

Justifications for such interventions and the behavior of the United States (U.S.) toward other
2

countries are “rooted in the pursuit, protection and promotion of its interests.” Charged with
protecting these interests, U.S. presidents often find themselves struggling to identify those
interests, sometimes describing them to suit ideological bents or sometimes exhibiting warped
perceptions of those interests. In order to understand and perhaps act upon the President’s
view of “worldwide interests, goals and objectives of the United States that are vital to the
national security of the United States,” Congress requires from the President an annual report
3

on National Security Strategy (NSS). As part of the report, Congress also requires the
President to describe U.S. foreign policy and worldwide commitments necessary to support the
national security strategy. Since the National Security Strategy Report (NSSR) was first
required in 1986, most presidents have used it to describe their rationale for the employment of
military force and as a policy basis to take action.
During his eight-year administration, President Clinton repeatedly faced situations where
forces and events challenged U.S. interests and values. In some cases, the use of force was
the selected option; then in other cases, the administration rejected the use of force. The
Rwandan genocide crisis of 1994 and the ethnic cleansing crisis that occurred in Kosovo during
1998 and 1999 provide two unique, yet similar cases, for examining the Clinton administration’s
use of military intervention. Examining the cases may answer the fundamental question of what
drove military intervention during President Clinton’s administration.
This Strategic Research Paper (SRP) will measure the Clinton administration’s approach
to military intervention by comparing and contrasting the Rwandan genocide crisis of 1994 and
the Kosovo crisis of 1999. Before looking at the cases, it discusses U.S. national interests and
the Clinton administration’s NSS. Later it introduces criteria for interventions – which include
five interrelated areas: ideology, the global system, public and elite convictions, mass media,
4

and finally policy inertia – as a basis for comparing the two crises. Before assessing the cases,
the paper provides a background for each crisis in an effort to understand their sources and
apply the criteria. Conclusions seek to answer to the question of why the U.S. intervened
militarily to stop ethnic cleansing in Kosovo but did not intervene to stop genocide in Rwanda.

This SRP is limited to two specific cases and brief background of national security issues.
It does not directly address other National Military Strategy topics. The background discussions
of the case studies are necessarily brief. Detailed discussions of both crises can be found in
several extensive studies, especially Alan J. Kuperman’s, balanced account of the Rwandan
genocide, The Limits of Humanitarian Intervention; and Gerard Prunier’s detailed account, The
Rwanda Crisis. Regarding Kosovo, William T. Johnsen’s short book Deciphering the Balkan
Enigma: Using History to Inform Policy provides an excellent insight into the historical nature of
Balkan conflict while General Wesley Clark’s, Waging Modern War, provides an informed view
of national interests leading to U.S. intervention.
U.S. NATIONAL INTERESTS AND NATIONAL SECURITY STRATEGY
U.S. NATIONAL INTERESTS
U.S. national interests form the basis of our foreign relations. They are derived from the
way we see ourselves as a people, from our concept of national values, and from our
Constitution. Interpretation of the interests leads to the ways and means by which pursue policy
objectives. “Under the U.S. Constitutional system the President has the primary responsibility to
define national interests with the advice and consent of the Senate and with the financial
5

support from the Senate and House.” How a President defines those interests depends largely
on his political leanings.
Most thoughts on U.S. interests reflect variations of realist and idealist theories.
Contemporary U.S. realist views are generally associated with the scholar Hans Morgenthau
6

who claimed, “International politics, like all politics, is a struggle for power.” Conversely,
contemporary idealists usually trace their lineage back to President Woodrow Wilson who
“despised as amoral or even immoral approaches that used power, national interest and
7

recourse to violence as normal components of international relations.” Wilsonian idealism
focused on making the “world free for democracy,” by observance of the tenets of international
law to ensure the self-determination of oppressed peoples. Because of their fundamental
differences, each school sponsored different approaches to foreign policy. For example,
Wilsonian thought was based on “ethical and normative approaches” and “steeped in what
8

George F. Kennan called a ‘legal-moralistic approach.’” While Morgentau approached foreign
policy solely in terms of national interest of which he “saw only two levels, vital and secondary”
9

and then “distinguished them as temporary and permanent.” Still other realists like Donald
Neuchterlein categorized basic national interests as defense of the homeland, economic well

2

being, favorable world order, and promotion of values. He applied levels of intensity (survival,
vital, major and peripheral) to perceived threats to basic enduring interests as a means to
10

determine U.S. stakes.

While the categories require little definition, determining degrees of

intensity has seen much debate. As we shall see, it was in the Clinton administration’s inability
to initially determine and then apply the levels of intensity that invited criticism of its foreign
policy.
NATIONAL SECURITY STRATEGY.
In 1986, as part of the Goldwater-Nichols Defense Reorganization Act, Congress added
the requirement for the president to provide a written vision of his National Security Strategy.
The annual document typically addresses the ends, ways, and means by which the president
intends to accomplish his administration’s strategy. Don M. Snider, a former National Security
Council staff member responsible for preparation of the 1988 NSSR, states that the report
serves five primary purposes: communicate the President’s strategic vision to Congress;
communicate the same vision to foreign constituencies, many of which are not on U.S. summit
agendas; communicate to selected domestic audiences interested in seeing their interests
articulated; communicate to the internal Executive Branch constituency a consensus of foreign
and defense policies in order to support the President’s agenda; and, lastly, contribute to the
overall Presidential agenda.

11

Snider also identifies downsides to the document: Skeptics claim

that the static, annual report is of limited value to an administration trying to articulate a vision,
12

given the speed of world events and a sometimes hostile Congress and media.

Despite its

shortcomings, the report nonetheless provides a single source of an administration’s NSS
policies.
President Clinton published his first NSS in July 1994, almost a year and half into his first
administration. There were several reasons why it took so long for the administration to publish
its first report. Among them was a lack of consensus within the administration, a lack of
guidance and attention to foreign policy by the President, an inefficient national security
apparatus within the Executive Branch, and Congressional politics resulting from a close
presidential election.

13

Before it published its first Report, the Clinton administration articulated national interests
through speeches, hearings, and Presidential Decision Directives (PDD). For example, in his
January 1993 confirmation hearing, Secretary of State Warren Christopher identified three
principles as the pillars of the Clinton vision: economic security, a strong military, and support
14

for global democracy.

Those pillars formed the basis for the administration’s July 1994

3

NSSR’s central goals. Likewise, in series of September 1993 speeches, the Clinton
15

administration began to articulate its policy of engagement and enlargement.

While the

publication of the 1994 NSSR followed the outbreak of genocide in Rwanda, it represents the
general ideas of the administration as articulated by the President and members of his National
Security Council, before and during the Rwandan genocide period. In the 1994 Report’s
preface, President Clinton asserted, that in pursuing his administration’s goals over its first
16

seventeen months, the strategy presented in the document “guided this effort.”

The July 1994 NSSR entitled “A National Security Strategy of Engagement and
17

Enlargement” focused on what it called “new threats and new opportunities.”

Engagement

referred to the administration’s focus on internationalism while enlargement described a vision
of expanding the community of democratic states. The strategy’s primary goals were akin to
previous administration speeches: credibly sustaining American security with military forces
that were ready to fight, bolstering America’s economic revitalization, and promoting democracy
abroad.

18

Yet there was a subtle, but important, difference between the speeches and 1994

Report. World events had already reordered the priorities of his administration’s three
principles. Instead of economic security having primacy over diplomacy and a strong military,
“the traditional political-military emphasis gained increased primacy among the key objectives or
19

principles.”

The document was a mixture of multilateralism and realism. According to the report, “the
only responsible U.S. strategy [to enhance our security] is one that seeks to ensure U.S.
influence over and participation in collective decision-making in a wide and growing range of
20

circumstances.”

To enhance security, the strategy called for the military to prepare to

participate in multilateral peace enforcement efforts to broker settlements of internal conflicts.
However, in the same section of the Report was a caveat: PDD 25, “U.S. Policy on Reforming
Multilateral Peace Operations.” According to the Report, PDD 25 was based on a “year-long
interagency policy review and extensive consultations with dozens of Members of Congress
21

from both parties.”

Left unstated was the suspicion that the PDD resulted from criticism of the

Clinton administration’s, and the United Nation’s (U.N.), handling of the Somali humanitarian
operation seven months earlier. The PDD argued for U.S. participation in peace operations only
if the operations supported U.S. interests, if their end states were tied to clear objectives and
22

realistic criteria, and if the consequences of inaction were considered unacceptable.

The

PDD, like the Weinberg doctrine used by the two previous Republican presidential
administrations, offered specific guidelines for intervention. Before using military force, the

4

Weinberg doctrine required identification of a vital U.S. interest, public support, overwhelming
force, and, significantly, a clear purpose and exit strategy. Still, a noted shortcoming of the
1994 NSSR was its globalist approach of selective engagement of U.S. interests without clearly
establishing regional priorities or causes calling for military involvement.
24

a strategy and more a statement of principles.”

23

Critics called it “less

After the 1994 NSSR, “President Clinton
25

offered no new broad overview of strategic security policy.”

Instead, he usually responded to

crises by delivering speeches directly addressing the issue.
By December 1998, President Clinton had published five NSSs and after the conclusion of
the Kosovo air war published two NSSRs addressing U.S. security interests in the Balkans. The
1997 and 1998 versions of the NSSR, were both entitled “A National Security Strategy for a
New Century,” set the same goals as those enumerated in the 1994 strategy; “enhancing
26

security, bolstering economic prosperity and promoting democracy abroad.”

The two later

documents revealed an increased emphasis on identifying American foreign policy priorities,
perhaps because of criticism of “both the written and implemented foreign policies of the first
27

Clinton administration.”

The 1997 report called for increased “American leadership and
28

engagement,” arguing that the Balkans region was vital to U.S. security.

Reacting to the

criticisms of inaction “in Rwanda and heartened by apparent success in Bosnia, the 1997
Report also put priority on what it called ‘the Imperative of Engagement’ arguing that ‘American
29

leadership and engagement in the world are vital to our security.’”

Echoing this argument, the

1997 Report proclaimed, “Taking reasonable risks for peace keeps us from being drawn into far
30

more costly conflicts,” then asserting that “European stability is vital to our own”

The 1998

Report followed up by restating that the security of Europe remains tied to “peace and stability in
31

the Balkans.”

Representing the inclinations of the second Clinton administration’s foreign

policy team, the report stated, “We must be prepared and willing to use all appropriate
instruments of national power.” To identify crises that called for possible use of the military
instrument, the administration continued to postulate the three categories of interests (vital,
important and humanitarian) first articulated in the 1995 Report. These, of course, reflect the
realist views of Neuchterlein.
AGENDA SELECTION
Presidential authority does not include the privilege of arbitrarily selecting the issues that
will dominate an administration’s agenda. Invariably, crises shape and reshape presidential
policy. The determination of a crisis and an administration’s reaction to such an event reflect
the degree to which an administration has already identified a policy governing the crisis and the

5

manner in which internal and external factors influence policy. Roskin cites five interrelated
criteria to structure the discussion on how national security policy is implemented, especially to
warrant military intervention: ideology, the global system, public and elite convictions, mass
media, and policy inertia.

32
33

Ideology is defined as “a plan to improve society, or at least a claim to able to do so.”
For purposes of this paper, ideology also accounts for the breadth of the administration’s

approach to foreign policy. Ideology may encourage foreign policy based on unilateralism or
multilateralism and idealism or realism. Indeed, there is an ongoing ideological split within the
Democratic Party between pure idealists’ and pragmatists, who believe “that principle is only the
34

starting point for effective governing.”

Without abdicating their idealist principles, pragmatists

are “acutely sensitive to the resource and time constraints” that foreign interventions have on
35

the accomplishment of their domestic programs.

The global system describes how the world operates and how countries interact with one
another and with regional and international organizations. It takes into account that even a
hegemonic nation like the U.S. is forced to respect the interests of its partners if it expects to
keep an alliance together. Conversely, it recognizes that many alliance partners “feel little
36

obligation to make the national interests of the hegemon their own.”

In addition, it recognizes

that a country must prioritize its interests or risk over-extending its ability to influence. For
example, the United States is currently in a position analogous to late 19th century Britain’s,
when its “universal commerce circumscribed rather than widened Britain’s field of action”
37

because ”acting on every interest would involve Britain simultaneously in some 40 wars.”

Convictions take in to account the “culture, values and convictions” of different segments
38

of society and their influence on a country’s reaction to events outside its borders.

Conviction

groups include Congress, politicians, political appointees, and the public with their varied
opinions and interest groups. Congress has a long-standing and important role to play in
foreign policy and national security. It also has constitutional responsibilities in authorizing
actions and appropriating funds. Congressional support for regions and foreign countries is
often based on “cultural or ethnic affinities” of a constituency and the level of interest they have
or can raise.

39

Conversely, a lack of public interest in foreign affairs can lead to a lack of focus

on foreign affairs by a government. Also, the leanings of key individuals among an
administration’s foreign policy team along with the influence of economic elites, inside and out of
the administration, can have significant impact on U.S. actions abroad. The power of key
personalities is an important aspect of policy formulation. Whether a policy is in the country’s
best interest is not necessarily the deciding factor when strong personalities voice equally
6

strong convictions. Additionally, large corporations can translate U.S. business interests abroad
40

into U.S. foreign policy, as can special interest groups.

In part, events and a political leader’s

actions and inactions shape public opinion, depending on their portrayal by the mass media.
Mass media has the ability to form and shape public opinion. However, its abilities to do
so fairly, accurately, and through “calm calculation” are questionable based on the competitive
41

nature of the media and the very nature of news.

Likewise, there is significant unresolved

debate on the whether the media, commonly referred to as “the CNN effect,” actually affects
policy decisions. While its ability to make policy is questionable, the vast majority of American
media representatives consider themselves part of the fourth estate of government, supported
by a mandate provided by the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution. They believe that they
42

can act as a catalyst to shape policy if the circumstances are right.

Mass media organizations

operate in a very competitive business arena and in a time-driven environment where television
is the dominating force. Television can evoke strong emotions and reactions as it continuously
transmits images into homes around the world. In some cases print media – broadly defined as
newspapers, magazines and books – can do the same. However, with its generally increasing
level of analysis, print media tends to lose out in immediacy and impact when compared to
television.

43

Lastly, policy inertia can affect an administration’s foreign policy outcomes. “Once a
policy is set it takes on a life of its own and may continue indefinitely” since the very nature of
bureaucracy is to continue in a set direction unless there is significant redirection, strong
leadership or forceful change imposed.

44

The inability of an administration to clearly

communicate new policy and effectively monitor its implementation can have significant
implications for policy outcomes. Likewise, within an administration, a misunderstanding of
policy can lead to ineffective presidential agendas, or worse.
RWANDA
BACKGROUND
The Rwandan genocide crisis of 1994 is considerably a product of Rwanda’s history.
Rwanda is a historical African kingdom consisting of two distinct classes of people who originate
from the same tribe: a Tutsi minority and Hutu majority. Early in its history, the two classes
coexisted peacefully. But eventually the Tutsis, assisted at times by colonial powers, dominated
Rwandan life. The Tutsi class headed the government, led the army, and was traditionally
45

involved in raising cattle. On the other hand the Hutus were typically soldiers and farmers.

7

In

1899, Rwanda became part of German East Africa and remained so until it became a Belgian
colony after World War I. For the most part, the Belgians ruled Rwanda lightly and supported
46

the class system by leaving the minority Tutsi in charge.

Significantly, during this early period

the Belgians began requiring all Rwandans to carry identity cards labeling the owner as Tutsi or
Hutu. This identification system then became a means for the Hutus to easily identify and kill
47

Tutsis before and during the genocide.

Also during their colonial period, the Belgians, along

with the Catholic Church, established an educational system that included both Tutsis and
Hutus. Over time, this system educated a Hutu group that would later work to eradicate their
48

historical Tutsi rulers.

As Belgium began to give up their colonial hold in the late 1950s, a political system based
on ethnicity began to emerge. Believing that the Tutsis were leaning toward communism, the
49

Belgians shifted their support to the Hutu majority and its political party.

This shift in support

increased the tension between the two peoples and opposing parties. In 1962, conflict erupted
as the Hutus sought and gained independence from both the Belgians and the ruling Tutsi
class. The formation of political parties along ethnic lines is considered a fundamental reason
for the ethnic massacres that have occurred in Rwanda since 1962. “Until political parties
formed on the basis of ethnic origins there were no massacres of either group by the other” but
by 1964, almost 70 percent of the Rwandan Tutsi population had fled to neighboring countries;
50

and by 1967, 20,000 Tutsis had already died in ethnic conflict.

These early refugees became the founders of the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF), the
exiled Tutsis that brought return of Tutsi rule to Rwanda following the genocide. For almost 31
years, the Tutsi exiles battled the Hutu leadership of Rwandan government, first the Kayibanda
government and then, following a 1973 coup d’etat, the Habyarimana government. During this
time, the RPF also added to regional instability by using neighboring Uganda and Burundi as
operating bases. Compounding the problem, both Uganda and Burundi were experiencing their
own ethnic conflict between Hutu and Tutsi. During its eleven-year reign, the Kayibanda
government often employed ethnic hatred as a means to ensure power. After the Habyarimana
government seized power in 1973, Rwanda enjoyed a period of relative stability and lessened
ethnic tension. However, with the worldwide collapse of coffee prices in the late 1980s,
tensions increased as Habyarimana used the ethnic card to deflect blame for the ensuing poor
economic conditions within Rwanda.

51

In 1990, the RPF attacked into Rwanda to seize power, but the Habyarimana government,
with the support of Zairian and French troops, repelled them. The attack, however, along with
later RPF successes, triggered concerted efforts by the Organization for African Unity (OAU),

8

the U.N. and neighboring countries to seek a peace. For its part, in June 1993 the U.N. adopted
U.N. Resolution (UNR) 846 creating the United Nations Observer Mission Uganda/Rwanda
(UNOMUR) with a mandate to stem the arms flow from Uganda into Rwanda. In August 1993,
52

the OAU oversaw a negotiated end to the civil war with the Arusha Peace Accords.

The U.N.

supported the Arusha Accords by passing UNR 872, which created the U.N. Assistance Mission
for Rwanda (UNAMIR). The Belgian, Ghanaian, and Bangladeshi troops who were initially part
of UNOMUR then became the basis for UNAMIR. Likewise, a separate OAU Neutral Military
53

Observer Group was integrated into UNAMIR, giving it a troop strength of about 2,500.

Under

the command of Canadian Lieutenant General Dallaire, UNAMIR’s mission was to oversee the
peace between the two formerly warring parties. As part of the accords, President
Habyarimana would remain president and would share power with the members of the RPF
opposition under U.N. supervision. However, U.N. presence did not prevent continuing violence
between the parties and in the region. In October 1993, Tutsi rebels in neighboring Burundi
staged a failed coup, killing the Hutu president and causing thousands to flee. In December
1993, Dallaire received an ominous letter warning of a plan to kill Tutsis to prevent
implementation of the Arusha Accords. Then in February 1994, government troops killed a
54

moderate Hutu cabinet minister along with 40 Tutsi.

On 6 April 1994, Habyarimana and the Burundi president, returning from regional
conference, died after their plane was shot down, probably by Hutus opposed to the peace
55

accords.

Within an hour of the president’s plane being shot down, the militia-like

Interahamwe, translated as “those who work together,” had established roadblocks and were
56

searching house to house to achieve the “final solution.”

The “final solution” was an attempt

by Hutu extremist organizations, a complex mix of hate organizations including Forces Armees
Rwandaises (FAR) and Interahamwe, to derail the Arusha Accords and prevent the RPF from
taking over the country.

57

Using previously distributed death-lists, they began murdering both

Tutsi and moderate Hutus who supported democratization. Meanwhile, RPF troops stationed in
Kigali as part of the Arusha Accords began battling FAR troops in Kigali, while other RPF
elements attacked south from their bases in northern Rwanda.

58

This preplanned genocide began first in Kigali and eventually made its way out to the
countryside where most Rwandans lived. Because of the unrest in Kigali, most western nations
evacuated their nationals, and most humanitarian organizations sheltered themselves in their
Kigali compounds to avoid the violence. Nearly all remaining media did likewise. This lack of
Western presence left the global media reporting much of the killing, even reports of 20,000
dead, not as genocide but as unfortunate deaths in a continued bloody civil war centered on

9

control of Kigali. Strangely, no refugees were seen in neighboring countries, nor were
59

nongovernmental organizations or RPF officials making claims of genocide.

European

newspapers that had been providing continuous coverage since April 6 “started to ignore it on
April 18,” believing that the civil war – related violence had stopped, when in fact it had just
peaked in the countryside.

60

This lack of understanding went on for about two weeks. In the

U.S., “only on April 25 did the New York Times solve the riddle, reporting that violence had
‘widened into what appears to be methodical killing of Tutsi across the countryside.’ The
61

missing refugees ‘either have been killed or are trying to hide.’”

By then most of the killing had

already taken place.
The original UNAMIR mission was authorized under Chapter VI of the U.N. charter which
provided it a peacekeeping mandate and did not authorize direct action to stop what was
perceived as hostilities between warring parties. Dallaire and the Belgian government
attempted to modify the U.N. mandate and increase UNAMIR’s troop strength all through
February. Despite the signs of a planned genocide, the U.S. and United Kingdom blocked
Belgium’s efforts, fearing results similar to the failed U.N. peace operation in Somalia where 18
American soldiers died attempting to enforce a U.N. mandate.

62

On 7 April, after Hutu

extremists killed ten Belgian peacekeepers along with the Rwanda’s moderate prime minister
and without U.S. support in the U.N., the Belgians quickly withdrew their troops. Two weeks
later, on 21 April 1994, the United Nations supported the Belgian decision by passing UNR 912
and withdrawing the majority of UNAMIR, leaving only 270 on the ground.

63

Meanwhile, the genocide and civil war continued. FAR and militia Hutu extremist
organizations drove Hutus into bordering Zaire, seeking to leave the new government with no
one in Rwanda to govern. “In Butare, the militiamen ordered everyone to flee and those who
64

refused were killed on the spot.”

Paradoxically, the RPF military success helped end the

genocide and created an environment that eventually restored foreign intervention. In early
June, the French announced their intent to conduct an operation to provide a safe haven in
western Rwanda for refugees fleeing the rebels attacking from the north and east. Called
Operation Turquoise, it soon received a U.N. mandate under UNR 929, along with the support
65

of the U.S.

However, the operation was politically motivated, rather than a humanitarian effort.

It is now known more for its success in protecting and supporting the genocidaires than helping
66

Rwandan refugees.

Arriving at refugee camps in eastern Zaire, the perpetrators of the

genocide claimed that they were the victims and were simply protecting themselves and their
families from the RPF. Once in refugee camps, the situation worsened with a cholera outbreak.
Then as Hutu extremists began to reorganize, they terrorized the other refugees, often taking
10

charge of food and medicine provided by relief organizations to leverage their control within the
camps. Drawn by lines of refugees and large numbers of dead and dying, the media swarmed
into Goma to cover the human catastrophe. It was not until late July, after the killing had
stopped and the situation had evolved into a refugee and health concern that the United States
announced that it would begin a relief operation to ease the suffering, belatedly saving some
lives. By the end of a 100-day period, begun on April 6, the U.N. estimates that over 800,000
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Rwandans were systematically killed.

REASONS FOR U.S. INACTION INVOLVING RWANDAN GENOCIDE.
Ideology
Clinton came into office with an idealist’s view of the world and a desire to pursue a
multilateralist approach to foreign affairs. In 1992, candidate Clinton declared “the cynical
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calculus of pure power politics is ill suited to a new era.”

By 1993, “Somalia had become the

test case” for an administration that “was committed to a world-wide, assertive U.N.
peacekeeping role and nation building and fostering democracy as part of U.S. national
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policy.”

However, nine months into his administration and six months prior to the Rwanda

genocide, the Clinton administration received a setback when 18 U.S. Army Rangers died in
Somalia while enforcing a U.S.-supported U.N. mandate. Even before this catastrophe,
Congress was pressuring the administration to explain its Somali policy.
Nonetheless, the administration was unprepared for the magnitude of the event and
quickly withdrew its support for the mission. As Stephen Walt wrote in March 2000, the
administration’s ideology of “social work” was “easily swayed by . . . the public opinion polls and
media buzz”.
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It seemed the administration had succumbed to ideological paralysis as it dealt

with the crisis and began to rethink its foreign policy. If the incident in Somalia had not
occurred, perhaps the administration’s human rights concerns would have prompted substantial
involvement in Rwanda.
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The impact on an administration that was rhetorically committed “to a

more aggressive use of the U.N. to rebuild failed states and to promote democratic values”
cannot be overstated.
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A multilateralist intervention gone bad, along with weakened idealist

convictions, left Rwanda standing in the lurch as the administration stepped back from its
ideology.
Global systems
The global system affected the U.S. response to the Rwandan crises in several areas.
During the Cold War, the U.S. focused its interest in Africa on the issue of blocking Soviet
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expansion into the region. In the post-Cold War period, U.S. economic and military power
enabled freedom of movement, much different from the Cold War period where clear priorities
imposed discipline.
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In effect, the U.S. was left with little interest in Africa, which allowed it to

focus on other challenges while relying on others to administer to the region’s needs.
During the 1992 election campaign, two of the major foreign policy issues were the
Balkans and Haiti. They continued to be issues for much of Clinton’s first administration, taking
much of the time and energy he devoted to foreign policy. Africa simply was not an interest. It
exhibited none of the economic factors necessary to meet the administration’s vision of
enlargement.
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Nor was it included in the vision of selective engagement. As the 1994 NSSR

asserted, “Africa is one of our greatest challenges for a strategy of engagement and
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enlargement.”

Given the domestic focus of the president, the U.S. foreign policy focused on

Haiti, close to home and closely covered by the media. Also, there was much greater
probability of success in Haiti, rather than Rwanda. The administration was seeking a way to
recover politically from Somalia with little threat of loss of life. Secretary of State Warren
Christopher admitted some years later, that “in the early years of the Clinton administration, our
concentration on Bosnia and Haiti may have drawn our attention away from the killings in
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Rwanda.”

Reliance on in-place global systems, without regard to the second-and third-order effects,
may have contributed to the genocide. The administration’s lack of interest in Africa, other than
in its rhetoric, and the demonstrated interest of certain European countries provided the U.S. the
opportunity to share the burden of Africa with its allies. Belgium and France both have longstanding complex historical ties to Africa. The willingness of Belgium to intervene early on as
part of UNMOUR and UNAMIR reflects part of that history. Likewise, Frances involvements in
Rwanda and Zaire, before and during the genocide, have much to do with their historical ties to
these Francophones. But the problem with this arrangement is that the historical ties were also
contributing to the genocide. Belgian colonialism fostered ethnic cleavage and contributed to
the beginnings of the civil war. Interahamwe militiamen were in some cases trained by French
military forces and the same French forces saved the Habyarimana government from defeat in
1990.
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The U.S. also relied on international organizations like the OAU and U.N. to address most
African issues. However, the U.N.’s experience in Somalia also negatively impacted the U.N.’s
outlook toward peacekeeping, resulting in only lukewarm support for intervening in Rwanda. In
the 1995 edition of an Agenda for Peace, the fundamental policy document on U.N.
peacekeeping, “Secretary-General Boutros Boutros Ghali expressed less optimism about
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possibility for intervention than he did in the 1992 (first) edition, largely because of the United
78

Nations’ searing experience in Somalia.”

Further, the initial portrayal of the crisis as a civil war

rather than genocide contributed to the lack of U.N. response. Noting the lack of U.S. support
for intervention the Rwandan (Hutu) government, which was facilitating the genocide and also at
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the time a temporary member of the Security Council, was not going to argue for intervention.

In addition, the very nature of the U.N. organization made it the least likely instrument for
a quick response to the genocide. Continuous calls for a standing U.N. military force are an
acknowledgement of the organizational limitations and resulting slowness of the U.N. in
peacekeeping operations. This is seen in the increased reliance on regional alliances or
surrogates to conduct peacekeeping and peace enforcement. Africa, however, lacked such
capable organizations. A global system that offered limited alliance capability in the region, the
lack of U.N. response, a lack of real interest by the major powers, the tainted nature of those
that did involve themselves – all of these systemic global factors contributed to the nonresponses to Rwanda’s genocide.
Public and Elite convictions
Public and elite convictions affected Rwanda in a number of ways. Among them was a
lack of interest in foreign policy, a wariness of civil wars, a lack of information, and an
inexperienced president and foreign policy team. Public interest in foreign news stories has
been dropping since the end of the Cold War. For example, the percentage of people who said
they followed foreign news stories dropped from 80 percent in the 1980s to 20 percent in
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1997.”

However, this does not equate to a complete lack of interest. Polls show that there is

a public interest in foreign affairs if the description of foreign affairs includes “global social and
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humanitarian issues that they might not always describe as foreign affairs.”

The manner in

which government and media portray foreign affairs issues influences the level of public interest.
Initially, both the media and the administration presented the crisis as a civil war, not a
humanitarian crisis or genocide.
The public and Congress were wary of intervening in civil wars. As we have noted, the
Rwandan crisis occurred six months after the U.S. withdrew from Somalia during a U.N.
mandated peace enforcement operation. The U.N. and U.S., in their “attempts to arrest [Gen.
Mohammed Farah] Aidid undermined public support for humanitarian operations” involving the
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use of force and “paved the way for even more tragic failure in Rwanda.”

The resulting efforts

by Congress to restrict U.S. contributions to U.N. peacekeeping or deny U.S. support were a
83

result of “perceived failures in Somalia.”

The U.S. Congress and public, not fully aware of
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what the administration and the U.N. were doing in Somalia, wanted a deeper explanation for
any future U.S. involvement in foreign military operations. During the Rwandan genocide, there
was no such explanation. Because there was also hesitancy by the administration to be
involved again in an undefined peace operation, it failed to make a pubic case for any
involvement and in fact resisted U.S. and U.N. participation. This did not mean that the public
was completely against supporting humanitarian operations or peace operations for
humanitarian purposes but they needed to be informed of the rationale and risks of any such
operation.
If the public had on-going interest in humanitarian issues, why then did the American
public react with such little concern for the genocide? The public was simply not fully aware of
what was occurring. This occurred for at least two reasons. First, the media did not provide the
means to inform. Second, the administration, which arguably did know genocide was occurring,
did not act on the information that they had to make it a matter of pubic debate. At this point, we
must question White House leadership. As Clinton stated at the time, “If I do a better job of
communicating our foreign policy, Americans will be much ‘more understanding of what I’m
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trying to do.”

At the height of the killings, Clinton was at the lowest point of public approval
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over his foreign policy since “the crisis in Somalia.”

Still, two months into the killings his focus

was elsewhere. In a May Los Angeles Times interview highlighting foreign policy President
Clinton observed, “We’ve got delicate negotiations in the Middle East right now . . . and the
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secretary of State is involved in that and China.”

Rwanda was apparently nowhere on the

President’s foreign policy radar screen.
During his first term, President Clinton showed little involvement in foreign affairs, unless
they were tied to the global economic goal of enlargement. The public elected President Clinton
because of his domestic skills, not his foreign policy expertise. Accordingly, he did not have the
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same confidence addressing foreign policy as domestic policy, nor did he have the interest.

The administration was also driven, more than most, by public opinion polls. Since the polling
results consistently focused on domestic issues that is where he devoted his efforts. So in his
first term he left foreign affairs mostly to his idealistic foreign policy team. As a result, U.S.
values never came to play because the leadership and skills necessary to make it an issue were
focused elsewhere.
Some of the confusion regarding what was going on in Rwanda was the result of a weak
foreign policy team and an ineffective National Security Council structure. The team made up of
Secretary Christopher, Secretary Perry and National Security Advisor Lake represented a party
88

that had been out of power for 12 years and had to learn how to wield American power.
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Warren Christopher himself mentioned a few months before leaving office as Secretary of State,
“that it had taken him some time as secretary before he fully appreciated the need for vigorous
89

American leadership.”

A lack of policy coordination also troubled this first policy team. They “pretty much divided
90

up the world according to their interest and proclivities,” totally neglecting Africa and Rwanda.
According to a “senior U.S. governmental official who wishes to remain anonymous, ‘It was

clear from the beginning the JCS [Joint Chiefs of Staff] was not a willing participant. If they had
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their ‘druthers,’ they wouldn’t have been involved in the effort at all.”

Yet, somehow, in the

midst of this, the administration convinced itself that the large number of deaths was the result
of a brutal civil war between tribal factions–and not the result of genocide. Christopher actually
refused the use of the word “genocide” for fear that it would cause the administration to “actually
92

do something.”

The National Security Council was not effective in arriving at decision recommendations
on the use of force. Anthony Lake, the major crisis action player, given the limited stature of
Warren Christopher, had a history of not being “comfortable with exercising American power
93

abroad.”

Interestingly, he was also opposed the use of force in Bosnia as means to end the

genocide there.
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Lake was also uncomfortable running the National Security Council (NSC).
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He “became famous for chairing deliberations that never arrived at conclusions.”

Likewise,

General Collin Powell recounted in his memoirs “discussions meandered like graduate-student
bull sessions or the think-tank seminars in which many of my new colleagues had spent the last
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twelve years while their party was out of power.”

Congressional action was not galvanized and grass roots support was not there to support
action in Rwanda. Although the Congressional Black Caucus began sending letters to Clinton
as early as May 4, 1994, urging Clinton to get the U.N. to “move,” little was accomplished and
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little publicity came out of it.

The Caucus’ efforts focused much more on pushing the

administration to solve the Haitian problem. Likewise, there was a lack of coordinated political
influence by public lobby groups. Understandably, unlike Irish, English, or Jewish immigrants,
African Americans have not been as successful in gaining support for their country of origin.
Therefore, Rwanda had no lobby to energize the Congress.
Mass Media
The media did not inform or influence public opinion on the Rwanda genocide because of
how it was reported and because civil wars do not affect people the way lines of refugees do.
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At first the media did not have the story straight and were in fact reporting the deaths resulted
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from a brutal civil war, and not from genocide. Lindsey Hilsum, a BBC reporter in Kigali during
the genocide, made this point: She reflects on the “few ‘facts’ which I relayed to the BBC and
which later turned out (as is sometimes the way with facts reported from places of terror and
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confusion) to be not quite true.”

In general, this confusion persisted until a month after most of

the killings had occurred, then the word “genocide” began to appear in national newspapers and
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newsmagazines.

Even so, news of genocide did not get out quickly. In congressional testimony, Alain
Detexhe, President of the International Crisis Group stated, “I strongly believe that that if
General Dallaire’s cable [January 1994] had been published on the front page of the New York
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Times or Washington Post, the genocide could have been avoided.”

Dallaire sent the cable

to the U.N. headquarters in New York three months before the genocide started, and it is widely
accepted that the U.S. government had access to the information. Absent credible reporting by
news organizations, “skepticism can also be deployed by governments as a convenient
justification for doing nothing,” as might have been the case with Rwanda.
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Television, the most immediate and evocative medium, initially had trouble reporting the
story to the world. Given the limited number of western reporters in Rwanda at the outbreak of
the genocide, television coverage was difficult at best. Finding and reporting the genocidal
killings that were undeniably taking place was unsafe. “One of the very legitimate and
understandable reasons so little coverage was given to the massacres in Rwanda prior to the
Goma refugee coverage was the inability of journalists to move about safely in Rwanda” during
the genocide.
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It was simply too dangerous. Even when the media provided coverage of a

civil war, no matter how brutal, “they simply do not have the same effect as those lines of
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refugees or malnourished children at a feeding station.”

The later images, mostly of the

cholera outbreak in Goma depicting suffering civilians and refugees, centered under poor
conditions. They did draw a U.S. humanitarian response. Still, this reporting focused on the
human tragedy of cholera and missed the political realties that brought on the cholera suffering
in the first place. The mass media simply was too wrong, too little, and too late to inform public
opinion or to elicit political pressure for intervention.
Policy Inertia
Policy inertia obstructed a U.S. response for two fundamental reasons. First, President
Clinton’s relative inattention to foreign policy, and secondly a PDD designed to reform U.S.
participation in multilateral peace operations. In his first years as president, Clinton did not put
much emphasis on foreign policy. Having just won the election over Gulf War hero George
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Bush, President Clinton understood very well that domestic economics, not foreign policy, was
the key to elections. Therefore, Clinton entered office expecting and pledging to “focus ‘like a
laser beam on the economy.’ And as President elect, he stated that he might have to spend all
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his time on foreign policy and he did not want that to happen.”

“Personnel at the NSC, DOS

[Department of State], and DOD [Department of Defense] understood early on that their task, as
much as anything, was to keep foreign policy issues from distracting the President from some of
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his domestic initiatives and otherwise sapping his time.”

This internal policy prevailed and

Clinton left foreign affairs to the aforementioned team. The result was that by May 1994, Clinton
had become “frustrated by what he called the ‘relentless criticism’ of his foreign policy,” about
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which he initially cared little, but which was beginning to threaten his reelection chances.

As we have seen, Clinton’s foreign policy was set mostly in administration speeches and
PDDs, which were later incorporated into the 1994 NSSR. Lake gave one such speech in
September 1993. In it, he made the case for limited military intervention after applying criteria
such as “cost, feasibility, the permanence of the improvement our assistance will bring” and “the
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willingness of regional and international bodies to do their part.”

According to Lake, “while

there will be increasing calls for us to help stem bloodshed and suffering in ethnic conflicts, and
while we will always bring our diplomacy to bear, these criteria suggest there will be relatively
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few intra-national ethnic conflicts that justify our military intervention.”

On 3 May 1994,

President Clinton signed PDD 25 thereby establishing U.S. policy on reforming peace
operations. The policy directive represented a “year-long interagency policy review [and] the
first comprehensive framework for U.S. decision making on issues of peace keeping and peace
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enforcement suited to the realities of the post cold war period.”

Much like Lake’s speech,

“Presidential Decision Directive 25 argued that the U.S. should participate in a peacekeeping
operation if that operation adheres to U.S. interests, its conclusion is tied to clear objectives and
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realistic criteria, and the consequences of inaction are unacceptable.”

The PDD extended the

policy to U.N. peace operations by imposing the same requirements and criteria on U.N. efforts.
Blindly enforcing the policy, “the Clinton administration, facing the clearest case of genocide in
50 years, responded by down playing the crisis diplomatically and impeding the effective
intervention of U.N. forces to stop the killing” while severely limiting U.S. military “response to
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the slaughter in Rwanda.”

As a further distraction from Rwanda, the Haitian situation was flaring up again and the
President, along with his military and foreign policy advisors, were occupied with the final stages
of invasion planning. Haiti was the proverbially low-hanging fruit; it presented an early election
issue that continued to nag the administration. The administration thought it could rehabilitate
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its foreign policy with a success there. U.S. action there attracted media support and domestic
support. Indeed, the administration’s concentration on Haitian policies “may have drawn our
113

attention away from the killings in Rwanda.”
KOSOVO
BACKGROUND

From ancient Greece and Rome through the Byzantine and Ottomans empires and two
World Wars, the Balkans have been a crossroad of international conflict that has produced no
winners. The past, present and future origins of the region’s conflict stem from attempts over
the centuries “to make nations [of different languages, religions, ethnic origins and cultures] . . .
coincidental with the geographic boundaries of a state.”114 Such is most certainly the case in
Kosovo, where ethnic Albanians have lived as the majority for hundreds of years, but where
Serbs claim their spiritual homeland. In the 20th century, the region remained a source of
conflict: Serbian nationalism was instrumental in the beginnings of World War I, and ethnic
hatred polarized the region during Nazi occupation in World War II. While Tito’s tight control
over Yugoslavia until his death in 1980 ensured a period of relative stability in the years
following World War II, the region slipped back into ancient hatreds and conflicts soon after his
death.
In simple terms, the current Kosovo crisis began with the breakup of the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia and was exacerbated former Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic’s policy of
cleansing the region of its Muslims. In a fiery 1989 speech, he kicked off a campaign of ethnic
cleansing. Hundreds of thousands of his followers listened as he promoted renewed Serbian
nationalism on the “Field of Blackbirds.” Defeated there by Muslims, some six hundred years
earlier, the Christian Serbs vowed to return to Kosovo. Arousing historical hatreds, Milosevic
invoked Serbia’s spiritual and emotional claims to Kosovo as a means to strengthen his power
and a reason to push the Muslims outside the boundaries of the former Yugoslavia.
Later in 1989, Milosevic followed through with his aims and abolished the autonomous
status of the Kosovo region – placing it under Belgrade’s direct control. His government
“replaced ethnic Albanians with Serbs in most jobs, enabled Serb-owned firms to take over
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Albanian-owned companies, and forbade Albanians from purchasing or improving property.”
Reacting, ethnic Albanians declared the Kosovo region a republic, established a provincial
assembly, and began to combat Belgrade both nonviolently and militarily. In peaceful

confrontation, they provided their own public services including education and health, by setting
up “parallel, unofficial Albanian structures” using “local taxes” and contributions from Albanians
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outside the province.
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The Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA), supported by unrest in neighboring

Albania, began to attack Serbian police and Yugoslav military forces. Initially seen as armed
bandits by both NATO and Belgrade, the KLA came to represent the Kosovars within the region
and internationally through a number of skillful political and military moves.
The conflict in the Balkans escalated through much of the 1990s, fueled by a systematic
ethnic cleansing effort on Milosevic’s part. The U.N. responded to Milosevic’s efforts in Bosnia
with a weak U.N. peacekeeping operation that ultimately succeeded through support of NATO
air strikes and a NATO led stabilization force. But the conflict soon spread to Kosovo. In 1996,
the KLA initiated reprisals for continued oppression from Belgrade and against attacks by
Serbian police forces on ethnic Albanians. Fearing the spread of violence and a Bosnia-like
humanitarian catastrophe, the international community, including the United Nations, NATO,
and the European Union (E.U.), began to seek solutions to the growing conflict. In March 1998,
The U.N. Security Council condemned the “excessive use of force by Serbian police against
Kosovar civilians” by adopting UNR 1160.
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During 1998, conflict between the Serbian military

and police forces and Kosovar Albanian forces produced over 1,500 Kosovar Albanians killed
and forced 400,000 to flee from their homes. 118 This slaughter and displacement led to UNR
1199, demanding “a cessation of hostilities” and a warning that the U.N. would consider
“additional measures to maintain or restore peace and stability in the regions” if Belgrade did not
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comply.

In October, threats of NATO air strikes forced Milosevic to withdraw forces from

Kosovo, end the violence, and support the return of refugees. Meanwhile the Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) established the Kosovo Verification Mission (KVM)
to ensure Milosevic’s compliance. Then NATO began aerial surveillance for the same reason.
The U.N. endorsed both missions through adoption of UNR 1203.
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In 1999, the Kosovo crisis came to a head. The bodies of 45 ethnic Albanians were
discovered in Racak. Ambassador Richard Walker, the KVM Chief for OSCE , in a much
publicized news conference attributed the massacre to Serbian forces. The massacre and
resulting news coverage galvanized U.S. Secretary of State Madeline Albright and NATO allies
to act. During February and March of 1999, the six-nation Contact Group (United States,
Britain, France, Germany, Italy and Russia) and three co-mediators representing the U.S., the
E.U., and the Russian Federation attempted to gain a peaceful resolution to the conflict. The
February talks broke down when the Kosovars refused to sign the agreement because it failed
to provide for the autonomy of Kosovo. By the time the talks were reconvened in March, the
KLA representatives, under pressure, were ready to sign a similar document. This time,
however, the Serbs objected to any provision for a NATO-led force in Kosovo and walked out.
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Meanwhile, Serb forces launched a previously planned military/cleansing operation in Kosovo,
killing hundreds, burning houses, and forcing thousands of Kosovar Albanians to flee to
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neighboring Albania and Montenegro.

On 24 March 1999, after international initiatives, U.N. resolutions, short-lived Serbian
promises, and diplomacy failed to resolve the situation peacefully, NATO undertook military
operations to force Milosevic to comply with the international community’s demands. On 10
June 1999, following an eleven-week NATO air campaign, Milosevic agreed to NATO and
Contact Group principles outlining a political solution that eventually became part of UNR 1244.
This resolution continues to provide the international community with a broad “mandate to
establish democratic self-governing institutions to ensure conditions for a peaceful normal life
for all inhabitants of Kosovo.”122
FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE KOSOVO INTERVENTION.
Ideology
Several ideological factors lead the administration to intervene in Kosovo. Among them
was a willingness to rely on regional alliances rather than multilateral U.N. action, as well as
greater reliance on the dictates of realism. While multilateralism, as represented by the U.N.,
remained a central theme of administration’s rhetoric, the administration’s actions regarding
military force and economic policy were not truly multilateral. The administration continued to
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discover that assertive multilateralism was “more complicated in practice than principle.”

This

is particularly true of multilateral peace operations, in which collective decision-making could
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“limit U.S. options and block decisive actions.”

Somalia, Rwanda, Haiti and Bosnia all

provided lessons concerning the role of the military in foreign policy and reliance on the U.N. in
conducting that policy. Eventually, the administration developed a more pragmatic view of
multilateralism, “encapsulated in the mantra, ‘multilateral when we can, unilateral when we
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must.’”

According to the administration, U.S. involvement in Kosovo resulted from the “nexus of
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our national values and interests.”

Although his idealism was still prevalent, President Clinton

showed a greater reliance on realist ideology than in his earlier decisions. In March 1999,
Clinton’s speech to the American people revealed both an idealist and a realist rationale for U.S.
intervention: “Ending this tragedy [in Kosovo] is a moral imperative. It is also important to
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America’s national interest.”

As former President Jimmy Carter lamented in a 1999 New York

Times op-ed piece, “The approach the U.S. has taken recently has been to devise a solution
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that best suits it own purposes, recruit at least tacit support in whichever forum it can best
influence, provide the dominant military force, present an ultimatum to recalcitrant parties and
128

then take punitive action . . . to force compliance.”

Acting in its interests and fearing Security

Council vetoes, from either China or Russia would limit its actions and options, the
administration circumvented the Council and used its leadership in NATO to drive policy toward
intervention in Kosovo.
Global Systems
The Balkans played a role in almost every confrontation among world powers in the
twentieth century. Trying to avoid mistakes made in Bosnia and recognizing the potential of
increased conflict in the region, the administration committed itself to action in Kosovo but faced
the realties of global politics. United States relations within the U.N. and with NATO were key
factors influencing the administration’s decisions and its ability to intervene in Kosovo; U.S.
relations with Russia and China prevented it from operating within the U.N., while NATO
relevance and credibility were both perceived to be on the line in Kosovo.
The U.N., the organization that could provide the administration’s efforts with the most
legitimacy, was nonetheless an obstacle to achieving peace in Kosovo. Russia, a historical
Serbian ally, with strong ethnic, economic, military and political ties to the Serbs, would not
support military intervention in Kosovo. It viewed Kosovo as a slippery slope, especially given
its own ethnic conflict in Chechnya. Russian also saw intervention in Kosovo as a threat to its
regional influence, particularly at a time when NATO was looking to expand eastward. Not
wanting to threaten Russia, the administration attempted to find a middle ground, one that
recognized Russia’s lessening powers but did so without embarrassing it about its own conflict.
Another reason for remaining engaged with the Russians was to ensure their continued role as
an intermediary between Belgrade and NATO. Chinese views were similar to the Russians’ on
Kosovo: They regarded the matter as strictly an internal affair of Belgrade. The administration
also had to take into account U.S. economic interests in China if it was to achieve their support.
Therefore, any efforts to use the U.N. for legitimacy also risked a veto on the Security Council.
To avoid a direct political confrontation with both countries, the administration turned to NATO
as a surrogate to achieve multilateral credibility.
The Kosovo crisis was occurring about the time NATO was celebrating it 50th Anniversary.
Given the post-Cold War environment, NATO was looking for a continued purpose. Kosovo
followed the relative success in Bosnia, where NATO employed ground troops with little loss of
life. However, despite that success, NATO risked becoming irrelevant. So Kosovo gave it a
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reason to be. The administration argued that ethnic cleansing challenged our national values,
while stability in Europe was vital to our own national security. Therefore, U.S. military forces
committed to NATO, served to protect U.S. interests in Europe. Since the administration
declared “European stability vital to U.S. security,” it was fighting hard to change the
organization from one dedicated to common defense to a “crucial element of the U.S. and Allied
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strategy to build an undivided, peaceful Europe.”

Continued NATO relevance was thus

instrumental to the administration’s strategy of engagement and commitment to Europe.
While relevance was one issue, directly related was NATO’s credibility. NATO had
“threatened military action so many times that its credibility was at stake” if it and its lead
country did not intervene.
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General Wesley Clark, Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, went

as far as to say that if NATO did not succeed in Kosovo it “could likely not have survived in its
present form”.
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Moreover, he “warned that a NATO failure would bring the collapse of several
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European governments, as well.”
Public and Elite convictions

Whereas public and Congressional convictions had little to do with U.S. involvement in
Kosovo, elite convictions had much to do with it. Congress, interest groups and the public
remained divided over the question of U.S. involvement, but Secretary of State Madeline
Albright was committed to resolving the crisis in the Balkans. In addition, President Clinton
became more involved in the execution of foreign policy as world events lessened his singular
focus on domestic policy.
As U.S. Ambassador to the U.N., Madeline Albright took a strong, early stand against
Serbian aggression in Bosnia; as Secretary of State, she wanted to avoid inaction in Kosovo. In
a Time article entitled “Madeline’s War,” Walter Isaacson pointed out that “more than anyone
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else,” Madeline Albright embodied “the foreign policy vision that pushed . . . war.”

Albright is

very much the product of her immigrant background. She was actually in Munich when
Chamberlain traded Czechoslovakia to the Nazis. For example, in a 1998 meeting with allied
leaders, “Italian and French foreign ministers proposed a softening in the language they would
use to threaten the Serbs. Albright’s close aide Jamie Rubin whispered to her that she could
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probably accept it. She snapped back, ‘Where do you think we are, Munich?”

Secretary Albright was an interventionist known for publicly voicing her strong convictions.
Some say that she won the secretary of state “job with her savvy political skills and her hawkish
sound bites – especially her, ‘This is not cojones, this is cowardice’ poke at Castro.’”
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Her

challenge, made in private, to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Powell asking
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“What’s the point of having this superb military” if it wasn’t to be used was another sound bite
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that garnered her some support.

In another interview she explained, “We get involved where

the crime is huge, where it’s in a region that affects our stability – the stability of Europe is
something that has been essential to the U.S. for the last 200 years – and where there is an
organization capable of dealing with it. Just because you can’t act everywhere doesn’t mean
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you don’t act anywhere.”

Her mission, she told to a Washington Post reporter, was “to rescue

U.S. military might from the clutches of the Powell Doctrine” – a doctrine that required U.S.
138

interests, overwhelming force, a clear purpose and exit strategy.

Critics often accused Albright of “getting out ahead of Clinton on rhetoric [and] close
associates say that her MO [modus operandi] was often to shove policy along in her direction by
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laying out aggressive markers for the endlessly equivocating Clinton to follow.”

On Kosovo,

according to one aide, she made a conscious decision in March 1998 to lead through her
140

rhetoric.

Indeed, Albright’s deep-rooted convictions and force of personality drove the U.S.

and its NATO allies to action in Kosovo. According to Albright, the U.S. was not “going to stand
by and watch Serbian authorities do in Kosovo what they can no longer get away with doing in
141

Bosnia.”

However, in the same breath she did acknowledge that there were some

shortcomings. “We’re evolving these rules [U.S. involvement in Kosovo]. There’s not a doctrine
142

that really sets this forth in an organized way yet.”

Because of her position on the use of

force, known as coercive diplomacy, she was linked to the war’s largest controversy. The
administration, with Madeline Albright in the lead, badly underestimated Milosevic’s resolve and
found itself caught off guard, politically and militarily, when NATO bombing led Milosevic to
accelerate his ethnic cleansing of Kosovar Albanians.
Perhaps goaded by Secretary Albright’s outspoken activism, Clinton displayed a greater
interest in foreign policy for a number of reasons. As Robert Kagan observed, “If you are the
143

president of the United States, somehow foreign policy finds you.”

Somalia, Haiti and Bosnia

all required that the president rethink the approach to foreign policy that he initially brought into
the oval office. Another was Clinton’s increasingly close ties to Tony Blair. Blair’s “sincere”
desire to achieve peace in the Balkans was a contributing factor in Clinton’s commitment to our
involvement in Kosovo.
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A third reason resided in domestic politics: NATO expansion was

viewed as a “prime enticement to critical swing voters . . . particularly Polish-American voters,”
145

so Clinton made “geopolitics a subset of his geo-economic strategy.”

A domestic

commitment to NATO required the President to support its relevance and continued credibility
overseas. Likewise, the administration’s lack of action in Rwanda and its late response in
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Bosnia jeopardized Presidents Clinton’s overall humanitarian record. To ensure his legacy, he
had to take decisive action in Kosovo. Lastly, Kosovo simply provided an escape mechanism.
Foreign policy permitted Clinton to redirect a number of questions concerning his personal
record. Nevertheless, his increased involvement did not alleviate his fundamental unease about
using military force. Faced with this unease concerning “military force and wanting to achieve
military and political goals overseas without losing votes at home,” he handled Kosovo as a lowthreat action. He authorized precision air strikes, but no ground troops to ensure low risk of
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U.S. combat casualties.

Congressional support was divided. The Senate gave tepid support to Clinton’s Kosovo
policy with a 58 to 41 vote-authorizing air strikes against Serbia.
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However, many senators
148

say that support came only after Clinton made a personal appeal before the vote.

While the

resolution did not have the force of law, the symbolic support of the Senate was crucial for the
White House, since Republicans had control of the Senate at the time. By contrast, during the
149

air war the House failed, in a 213 to 213 vote, to support air strikes against Serbia.

Public opinion, reflecting the closeness of both the Senate and House votes, was slightly
less in favor of operations in Kosovo. Pre-war polling data compiled by the American Enterprise
Institute showed that the number of Americans who thought Kosovo involved a vital U.S.
interest remained fewer than 42 percent. Likewise, on the question of whether the U.S. needed
to be involved to protect its own interests, the highest prewar poll data showed only 43 percent.
However, on 25 March, 64 percent of respondents to a Gallup/CNN/USA Today poll said that
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the U.S. had a “moral obligation to help keep peace in Kosovo.”

In May, both polls showed
151

U.S. support for the use of ground troops in Kosovo to be less than 50 percent.

Leaders inspire public confidence and shape public opinion by their presence and words.
In part, the lack of public support for U.S. intervention in Kosovo may be attributed to the Clinton
impeachment process. As the ambassador of a close U.S. ally said of the situation, “You’d
have to be deaf, dumb and a mental defective not see that Clinton has been weakened in his
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capacity to lead, at home and abroad.“

The media’s focus on a sex scandal and President

Clinton’s resulting unwillingness to get out and publicly make the case for Kosovo, before the
end of the Senate impeachment trial probably distracted from public support for intervention.
Groups opposing U.S. action in Kosovo had little effect. For example, while Jessie
Jackson highlighted a concern among many African-Americans that the U.S. undermined its
humanitarian credibility in Kosovo by not acting elsewhere in the world, most notably in Sierra
Leone, little came of it. Jackson argued that 500,000 lives were lost and more than a million
people were displaced “outside the glare of cameras and beyond the eyes of Western
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journalists.”
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But his attempt to garner media attention, the same group he was railing

against, was weakened by the news of the day: Clinton’s ongoing sexual misconduct scandal.
Mass Media
There is no indication that the media had a significant impact on the willingness of
Americans to go to war, one way or the other. The media kept Kosovo in the headlines mostly
through policy debates and NATO threats; nonetheless, public opinion remained pretty much
split. There were several reasons the media had little impact, primarily lack of access and
credibility. In a situation similar to that in Rwanda, correspondents reporting Kosovo before the
war did so at their own peril. “Crossing into the terror zone for proof of gang rape, mass
execution and medieval torture, the worst in Europe since the Nazi era, could be fodder for a
Pulitzer Prize. It could also be a death sentence.” A veteran stringer for U.S. New and World
Report was ordered out of Kosovo and his passport stamped “permanently invalid,” and a staterun newspaper branded him the “the Balkan bureau chief for the CIA.”
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Without reliable

access, the media relied on sterile governmental reports that were difficult to verify. More
importantly, no grisly photographs were available to influence public opinion. Television needs
lots of action to be successful. As Chief NATO Spokesman Jamie P. Shea declared, “No
155

pictures, no news.”

According to Shea, “the advantage of television over newspapers is that
156

we [NATO] write the script and millions more listen to it than is the case with newspapers.”

One of the exceptions to this limited media impact was the January 1999 discovery of 45
dead ethnic Albanians in the village of Racavak, which made front-page news. According to
Albright, this story prodded the administration to act. A Washington Post article that
reconstructed the Kosovo decision-making process stated, “Racak transformed the West’s
157

Balkan policy as singular events seldom do.”

Very graphic photos and the credibility of

Ambassador Walker, the source, were critical elements in the story’s ability to influence the
administration and its NATO allies.
Policy Inertia
Policy inertia played a part in both the administration’s rationale to go to war and the U.S.
ability or willingness to do so. That is, a stable Europe and NATO credibility provided the
rationale for going to war, where casualty avoidance dictated the means as an air war. The
fundamental policy inertia in play during the Kosovo crisis regarded our commitment to a stable
Europe. As Madeline Albright explained, “the crisis in the southern Serb province affects U.S.
interests. American soldiers in huge numbers have been drawn to Europe to fight wars that
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either began in the Balkans or that sparked bitter fighting there.”

Likewise, our commitment

to Europe over the last fifty years obligated us to respond. Albright also claimed our withdrawal
from Europe after World War I meant that “an entire generation of brave Europeans and
American paid the price” for U.S. isolationism.
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Knowing we had invested so much in Bosnia

and with NATO credibility on the line, the administration concluded it was forced to do
something in Kosovo for fear of losing what we had already gained. Aware “that renewed
violence in Kosovo could seriously jeopardize Bosnia’s progress toward peace,” the President
concluded that past efforts in Europe and Bosnia made Kosovo a must do.
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This rationale

was similar to the Dean Rusk argument “that South Vietnam had become a vital U.S. interest
161

because we had sunk so much foreign aid into it.”

Given the unparalleled growth in

European economic unity during the 1990s, concerns about European stability may have been
exaggerated.
Additionally, within the administration a casualty aversion policy contributed to inertia.
While this policy certainly did not drive the U.S. to intervene, it created conditions that made
military intervention more palatable within the administration and to the public, given the lack of
a clearly articulated national interest. Until the end of the crisis, it also influenced the manner in
which NATO conducted air operations. The limited application of force policy stemmed from
fear of casualties, a fallout from Somalia. “They [the administration] believe that Somalia
demonstrates conclusively that you cannot have any casualties . . . . They take this as a matter
of faith.”162 The administration used the threat of air attack because precedent indicated
Milosevic would back down; further it was a low risk, antiseptic option. NATO air strikes had
prompted Milosevic to agree to the Dayton Accords in 1995 and in 1998 when the threat of
NATO air attacks caused Belgrade to agree to a ceasefire. The White House therefore
assumed that Milosevic would respond any new bombing in the same way. A supporting
argument was that Milosevic could use NATO airpower as a public excuse to walk away from
Kosovo without losing face. But the administration underestimated the symbolic importance of
Kosovo to Serbia and Milosevic’s resolve to retain it. Also, there was no effort to think through
alternatives to the incremental use of force.
The administration was so certain of the strategy that it ignored any alternative, to include
the use of ground troops. According to General George A. Joulwan, a former Supreme Allied
Commander, Europe, “We might have been seduced a little by technology rather than by good
163

professional judgment of what is necessary to win a war.”

Similarly, when asked by the

visiting Italian prime minister what would happen if bombing alone did not force Belgrade to
back down, “President Clinton was reportedly unprepared to answer . . . after a brief hesitation .
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. . Berger responded: We will continue the bombing.’’

Many consider the lack of a credible

ground force as one of the major reasons that Milosevic persisted in his policy of ethnic
cleansing.
CRISES COMPARISON
IDEOLOGY
Similar ideologies influenced the administration during both the Rwandan and Kosovo
crises. By the time the Rwandan genocide occurred the administration had already begun to
shift to a less multilateral and idealist approach to foreign policy. This shift resulted from its
early lessons in Bosnia, Haiti, and – most importantly – Somalia. The 1994 NSSR and PDD 25
both reveal this shift from Clinton’s earlier views. After the 1994 NSSR, “President Clinton
165

offered no new broad overview of strategic security policy.”

What did occur between the

1994 NSSR and Kosovo in 1999 was a clearer articulation of U.S. interests and criteria for the
use of force in protecting those interests, something that neither the 1994 NSSR nor PDD 25
provided.
The primary difference between Rwanda and Kosovo was not so much in ideology but in
a paralysis of ideology in the administration during the Rwandan crisis. No such paralysis
inhibited Kosovo decisions. However, some analysts may point less at a paralysis of ideology
and more at a titanic shift toward pragmatism, given the administration’s argument that it initially
viewed the Rwanda crisis as a civil war and not genocide. Although, that argument weakens
when you look at the ideological bent of the foreign policy team and President Clinton’s lack of
attention to foreign policy at the time. The evidence indicates Clinton’s inaction was based on
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the political fear of another Somalia or USS Harlan County episode.

The political damage

was so great from Somalia that “as few risks as possible were to be taken and certainly none in
167

Africa.”

One would certainly assume that, absent Somalia, the administration’s idealistic bent

would have driven it to action had Clinton not been so concerned with polls. The U.S. action in
Kosovo was based on a mixture of Wilsonian idealism and realism. President Clinton
articulated this point when he observed, U.S. involvement in Kosovo resulted from the “nexus of
168

our national values and interests.”
GLOBAL SYSTEMS

From the perspective of global systems, three significant observations: First, the question
of U.S. interests was very much at the heart of each crisis. Second, there was a great disparity
in regional alliances. Third, Russia and the U.N. played very different roles in the two crises.
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The U.S. has never given Africa the same level focus that it has given to Europe. Comments by
Secretary Albright’s make this point clear: “We get involved where the crime is huge, where it’s
in a region that affects our stability – the stability of Europe is something that has been essential
to the U.S. for the last 200 years – and where there is an organization capable of dealing with it.
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Just because you can’t act every where doesn’t mean you don’t act anywhere.”

Even at the

height of our interest in Africa during the Cold War, Africa was merely a means to contain Soviet
expansion that threatened a fundamental interest in Europe.
Regional alliances played a role both the Rwanda and Kosovo crises, but they differed in
capabilities and levels of success. The OAU was of limited value in stopping the Rwandan civil
war and controlling the ethnic violence that ravaged Rwanda in the early 1960s. Given its
political and economic, rather than military focus it offered limited military and logistical
capabilities and relied heavily on outside forces like the U.N. and former colonial powers to
assist it in accomplishing its peacekeeping goals. The diversity of the organization was also a
limiting factor given the ethnic nature of the conflict. Conversely, there was a much stronger
and effective regional alliance in Europe. With the U.S. as a primary contributor, NATO was
better prepared to assist in accomplishing its objectives. Domestic support for NATO in the U.S.
was also a factor in its ability to act, something obviously absent for the OAU. Some voters in
the U.S. saw NATO expansion as a source of ethnic pride as it expanded and became engaged
in humanitarian operations. For all its faults, NATO mustered forces under U.S. leadership and
acted to intervene with a coordinated stand. The same cannot be said of the U.S., French,
Belgian and OAU efforts in Rwanda.
In a sense, the U.N. was an important supporting player in both Rwanda and Kosovo but
for different reasons. In the case of Rwanda, it enabled the U.S. to avoid a meaningful
intervention. But in the case of Kosovo, it forced the U.S. to take on the challenge “unilaterally”
through NATO. The U.N. was susceptible to the U.S. inclination not to intervene in Rwanda for
several reasons. One was obviously U.S. veto power. Another was that the U.S. was an
obvious supplier of military capabilities necessary to conduct a speedy intervention, so the U.N.
could not effectively intervene without U.S. support. A third was that the U.N. was also
negatively affected by the fallout of its operation in Somalia and did not welcome another
unclear mandate. Conversely, given the threat of Security Council vetoes in the U.N. by other
countries and its inability to enforce the Bosnian peace process, the U.N. tacitly deferred to U.S.
uses of NATO in Kosovo. With Kosovo, the primary probability of veto came from the Russians,
a historic ally of Serbia; Russians saw their own conflict in Chechnya as the next place for U.N.
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intervention if they supported a U.N. intervention in Kosovo. NATO provided the U.S. with a
convenient fallback position for support in Kosovo.
PUBLIC AND ELITE CONVICTIONS
Evaluation of similarities and differences of public and elite convictions provides three
observations: First, there were significant differences between the tendencies and ideologies of
President Clinton’s first foreign policy team and his second that were not necessarily revealed in
published NSSRs. Secondly, in neither case was there a ground swell of public or
congressional support for the administration to intervene. Lastly, while the President was more
engaged in policy matters involving Kosovo than Rwanda, in neither case was the President’s
conviction an important factor in intervention.
There were significant differences between the Rwandan foreign policy team and the
Kosovo team. The fundamental difference was in their willingness to act. A source of this
difference was their levels of experience. Both the National Security Advisor Sandy Berger and
Secretary of State Madeline Albright had several years under their belts when they assumed
their second, and more important, jobs within the administration. Both had become attuned to
ways and means to exercise national power through their experience, more so than their
predecessors had.
Secretary Albright also brought with her a strong sense of conviction concerning Kosovo.
The same level of conviction was not evident in the Rwanda crisis. These convictions were
shaped in part by her experience in the U.N. dealing with Bosnia and her personal background.
As the U.S. Ambassador to the U.N., Madeline Albright took a strong early stand against
Serbian aggression in Bosnia, and as Secretary of State she wanted to avoid inaction in
Kosovo. She was passionate in her objections to Milosevic and his ethnic cleansing policies
because of her own family’s exodus experience.
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Her vocal position and out-front comments

demonstrated her convictions. As Time pointed out “more than anyone else,” Madeline Albright
171

embodied “the foreign policy vision that pushed . . . war.”

Conversely, no one spoke out for

African policy in the first administration. As noted, the first team “pretty much divided up the
172

world according to their interest and proclivities,” apparently leaving Africa and Rwanda out.

When the genocide began, instead of seeking ways to react the administration sought ways not
to.
In neither case was there strong public or congressional pressure to intervene. In the
case of Rwanda, initial inaccurate and unavailable media coverage prevented a clear
mobilization of public opinion. As mentioned, absent credible reporting by news organizations,
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governments can use skepticism as a “convenient justification for doing nothing,” which might
173

have been the case with in Rwanda.

In the case of Kosovo, Congressional and public

opinion remained split. The only significant Congressional support was a 424 to 1 House vote
backing the military personnel conducting the war.
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In neither case did Presidential conviction seem to matter. In the case of Rwanda,
assuming that he was not aware of the genocide until when U.S. media began reporting it
around 25 April, it was then too late to stop most of the killings: Further, President Clinton
delegated the process and focus of foreign policy to others in the administration. If he and his
administration were aware that genocide was going to occur, as warnings indicated, they
remained too paralyzed by their experience in Somalia to act. While there was a greater
emphasis on foreign policy by the President up to Kosovo, any convictions the President had,
on Kosovo, were muted by involvement in a personal scandal. It was not until 19 March 1999,
following his acquittal in the Senate impeachment trial, that he held his first press conference in
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nine months.

MASS MEDIA
In neither case did the media drive public opinion toward intervention. Except for
Racavak, the media had limited influence on policy decisions. Several reasons account for the
lack of media influence on public opinion. In both cases, physical challenges over reporting the
crisis prevented an accurate portrayal of what was occurring. The personal safety of reporters
and media access were factors in both Rwanda and Kosovo. This “news blackout” is nothing
new. Personal safety issues in Somalia left Mogadishu with few reporters after Somali clan
members killed several reporters in 1993. The initial misunderstanding of what was occurring in
Rwanda affected public perception and opinion. As stated earlier, coverage of civil wars has
less of an impact than refugee coverage while repeated coverage of atrocities can sometimes
have desensitizing effect on the public. Regarding the Racavak story, in Secretary Albright’s
view it was a defining moment that goaded the administration to action. The credibility of the
source and the graphic nature of the accompanying photos increased its effect. There was no
such crystallizing moment within the administration during the Rwandan genocide.
POLICY INERTIA
Policy inertia was an important contributing factor to inaction in Rwanda and intervention
in Kosovo. A policy bred out of failure in Somalia provided inertia for the U.S. to remain
uninvolved in Rwanda. Likewise, an informal policy within the administration left the President
uninvolved. While the purpose of PDD 25 was to limit U.S. participation in peace operations to
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those that furthered U.S. interests, it did not define those interests. That task remained the
purview of the President, but absent guidance to the contrary a crisis remained outside the
scope of U.S. interest. While it seems far-fetched that a President could find himself in a
situation where he is out of the loop on important foreign policy matters, it does happen. When
the USS Harlan County was turned back from Port au Prince in October 1993, President Clinton
176

“was furious and blamed his NSC staff for putting him in a lose-lose situation.”

A much broader policy inertia affected the Kosovo intervention. The fundamental policy
inertia leading to Kosovo was the U.S. commitment to a stable Europe. That policy was
supported by several others who feared losing what was gained in Europe over a period of 50
years and what was recently gained by our recent presence in Bosnia. Our policy involving U.S.
intervention in Kosovo was also linked to a policy of casualty avoidance that restricted the war’s
prosecution solely to air attacks. While the policy of casualty avoidance allowed NATO to
prosecute the air war, no such alternative was available in Rwanda. In Rwanda, low risk, low
cost air power would not have made a difference.
CONCLUSION
The foregoing analysis points to several factors showing why the U.S. did not intervene to
stop genocide in Rwanda, but did intervene in Kosovo. Ideology generally influenced the U.S.
response to events in Kosovo, but failed to affect U.S. actions toward Rwanda. While President
Clinton’s ideological inclinations would indicate some sort of response in Rwanda, he was
unwilling to risk intervention because of the political threat he faced following the
administration’s sobering experience in Somalia. A pragmatic/realist approach allowed the
administration to intervene in Kosovo without much public or congressional support for the
operation. By the time of Kosovo crisis, ideological penchants in the White House had shifted to
the pragmatic domain, if not the realist one. This shift occurred for two reasons: First, the
second term election brought a more pragmatic foreign policy team to the administration.
Second, President Clinton was more involved in foreign policy decisions and had learned
lessons in Somali, Haiti, Rwanda, and Bosnia on the U.N. and use of force. The lessons of Haiti
and Bosnia revealed that force, or threat of it, could be employed with little political risk if the
size and means of force could be constrained and the U.N. was marginalized. In part,
intervention in Kosovo was practicable because of its low cost, low-risk, and unilateral nature.
Convictions played a significant role leading to U.S. intervention in Kosovo. It was
Secretary Albright’s fervor was most important to intervention. The President’s withdrawal from
public debate over Kosovo, because of his personal misconduct challenges, facilitated
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Secretary Albright’s ability to publicly promote her position. There were no strong convictions in
the White House or State Department during Rwanda. At the time, President Clinton was
relying on a relatively inexperienced and cautious team, led by Anthony Lake and Warren
Christopher, while Clinton concentrated exclusively on domestic issues. This foreign policy
team was most reluctant to use military force.
Global systems were also a significant factor contributing to inaction in Rwanda and action
in Kosovo. For example, the lack of a credible regional alliance or organization in Africa and the
presence of one in Europe lead to very different decisions on intervention. Alliances offer a
means to achieve an end. In Rwanda, as in Africa as a whole, there was no significant U.S.
national interest or end to meet. President Clinton revealed as much in his 1994 NSSR, which
admitted “Africa is one of our greatest challenges for a strategy of engagement and
177

enlargement.”

Conversely, our involvement in Kosovo provided a way to demonstrate U.S.

commitment to the relevance and credibility of NATO and ensure a U.S. end, a stable and
secure Europe.
The “CNN factor” was not a factor. In neither case was the mass media a major
contributor to U.S. action or inaction. While the media has the capability to influence policy, as
Racavak did, the media’s coverage of events before and during the two crises failed to
significantly change public opinion. In Rwanda, the media’s role might have been different had
the media correctly reported that genocide was occurring before it was too late. However, given
the lack of public support for operations in Kosovo, even when provided with factual data on
ethnic cleansing in Kosovo, we cannot assume that accurate media coverage alone would have
resulted in any change of public opinion to intervene there. This was in part because the
experience of Somalia had undermined public support for humanitarian operations.
Finally, in both Rwanda and Kosovo, policy inertia affected the U.S. response. In the case
of Rwanda, it prevented a timely and effective U.S. action. The administration rationalized
inaction in Rwanda based on the intent of PDD 25 and the degree to which President Clinton
was uninvolved in foreign policy. With Kosovo, policy inertia provided a basis for intervention
and indeed dictated the means by which the intervention was carried out. Our historical
commitment to Europe and the administration’s desire to ensure that nothing gained in Bosnia
was lost through conflict spread into Kosovo maintained this inertia.
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